Reflections:
Cherish Primary School, Entebbe
I was greeted with this advert for a bank as I boarded the flight in
half term and so felt very encouraged about the 10 days ahead of
me!
It was an incredible trip that challenged me on many levels and has
left me with a desire to continue to support and help further. The
children at DVIS have had so many questions too ‘What do the
children eat?’ ‘Do they have play time?’ ‘What do they learn?’ Some
of my short video clips I sent whilst away hopefully answered these!

Of course the children at Cherish were the biggest driver
for this trip! They come from very challenging
backgrounds…a large number of the children are HIV+,
they have few family members left, if any, suffer great
poverty and they may have encountered abuse of some
sort. And yet they are open and keen to learn! The staff
are fully committed to Cherish’s values to: connect with
Christ, care for children, change the story and continue
the calling.

Cherish Uganda is made up of a primary school (below left), secondary school, medical centre (pharmacy and HIV
testing service), Family Strengthening Department and boarding facilities for some pupils. It also has a new
Community Learning Centre (below right) which houses a library and computing room (no computers yet!) and a
large hall. This will be opened up to the local community to support learning and skills development beyond the
school gates.

Play time at the primary school

A converted chicken shed for the
secondary school (but tin rooves
make for a hot working environment!)

Triage in the medical centre

My focus during the time in Uganda was on the primary school and
supporting the leaders and teachers (left). I observed teaching and
learning and gave feedback to the teachers. I developed some training
for them around questioning skills, learning how to learn, building
learning power skills and developing pupil voice. We held meetings
about using the environment to support learning and behaviour. It
was a very busy time but really appreciated by the team there. I
personally learnt a great deal about refining ideas, getting to the core
of an issue and how to work with very few resources. I had to be very
creative!
Moving forward my greatest hope is that myself and DVIS as a school and community, can continue to work with
Cherish, to encourage them, learn from them and offer support. They receive funding from other organisations
across and have been able to tackle some larger scale projects such as the rebuilding of classrooms and planning
for the future for example the development of the secondary school. Each parent is also asked to offer
something towards the education, maybe 10,000 or 60,000 shillings per year (£2.30 - £12.60) or some support in
the kitchen or gardens if money is not available.
The work at Cherish by this inspirational, hardworking and dedicated team of 100 staff members is invaluable,
giving hope and changing the story for so many children in this part of Entebbe. It was an utter privilege to be
part of their team for 10 days and to work closely with them, encouraging, challenging and planting new seeds of
change and hope in the lives of these beautiful children!
How we might be able to help!
Looking at the
classrooms and school
I can see a few clear
challenges for Cherish:
Learning resources –
There may be one text
book to be shared
across the class of 2530 pupils.
Stationery is available and used as a precious commodity. Posters and learning materials such as counters need
replacing and updating.
Desks – P7 class is home to 14/15 year olds and yet they sit at the old Victorian desks with the bench attached,
not conducive to learning from 7am – 4:30pm.
Playtime equipment – a few very old and deflated balls but little else.
Uniforms – the children could do with new uniform and new shoes.

The DVIS School Council (representatives
from Year 1 and Year 2 classes in school)
voted to have a fundraising day at school for
Cherish rather than raising funds for the
national Children in Need charity this term. I
am thrilled and I will be in touch to let you
know what the funds we raise on this day will
specifically go towards. (Currently I am
seeking quotes in Uganda for school tables
and chairs).

Do let me know if you
would like to hear more
about Cherish Primary
School or if you would like
to be involved in supporting
them.

http://www.cherishuganda.org/

